Index

ABC Model 54–5
anger group 159
abuse survivors
interpersonal transaction groups 126, 130, 241–2
post-traumatic stress 168, 170–1
therapeutic enactment 243
abusers 129, 155
acceptance of the client 43
accumulative fragmentalism 12
action research, teachers 198
addiction 238–9
addiction loops 210
adolescents 126, 129
age, thought–feeling dichotomy 28
aggression 21, 22, 24–5, 255
agoraphobia 126, 128
AIDS caregivers 130
alcohol, problem drinkers 129
Alternative Fundamental Postulate 249–52
anger
definition 153–4, 160–1
developmental process of constructs 154
personal construct psychotherapy 153–61
culture and 156
evaluation 161
evidence base 129, 130
family histories 155
gender and 155, 156, 158
group or individual therapy 156
group work 158–60
regnancy 157
sociality 157, 160
anorexia nervosa 101
anticipation
Alternative Fundamental Postulate 250, 251, 252
expert systems 90, 91
organizational change 204, 205, 207, 210–11
post-traumatic stress 163
spiral of 210–11
anxiety 21, 22–3
constructive revision 119
definition 255
anxiety disorders 126, 128, 130
Art, thought–feeling dichotomy 28
artefacts, to elicit constructs 28
artificial intelligence (AI) 189–91
expert systems 87–94
autobiographical writing 130
awareness, levels of 11–12, 254
behaviourism 7
‘Being Helped’ grids 78, 79–81, 82, 83, 84
bereavement 239–40, 243
biographical grid 47
biography, career snakes 63–4
biplots 72–3
borderline personality disorder 126
bow-tie diagrams 60–1
family histories 155
family therapy 178
breast cancer survivors 126, 130
British Airways 31
bulimia nervosa 101, 129
bullying 31–2
career snakes 63–4
see also rivers of experience
Chamberlain, Neville 248
change
choosing not to 102–5
organizational
change ‘burnout’ 217
equality 213–21
evaluation difficulties 216–18
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group mind 203–12
see also work contexts
resistance to 33, 102, 105–6, 219
child development
anger constructs 154
modelling of expertise 92–3
patterns of dependency 78, 79, 86
personal construct theory 12, 133–4
children
personal construct psychotherapy
elicitation of constructs 137–41, 180
evidence base 126, 129–30
family intervention 178–9, 180
language in interviews 135–6
school-based 133–43
structure of interviews 136–7
Self-Image Profile 56
teachers and 134, 135, 136, 141–2, 196, 197
Choice Corollary
choosing not to change 102
definition 253
Hinkle’s rewording 98, 99
cluster analysis 72, 73
coaching 35–7
cognition 10–12
thought–feeling dichotomy 15–28
cognitive-behavioural therapies 115, 118, 127–8
cognitive mirror 94
cognitive science 87–94, 189–91
cognitive therapy 125–6, 128
command–market economy shift 145–52
commitment 24
commonality, repertory grids 74
Commonality Corollary 31, 69, 253
communication, pupil–teacher 134
computers, artificial intelligence 189–91
expert systems 87–94
concretism 18
constancy, self–other 154
constellatory construing 78–9, 81, 85, 86, 254
constriction, anxiety 23
construct implications, theory of 105–6
constructive alternativism 7, 12
family therapy 178, 179
constructive bridging 170
constructive interventionism 206, 208
constructivism 8, 180, 236
addiction 238
grief 239
mathematical 8
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242
teacher education 195–201
therapist’s stance 237, 238–9
traumatic loss 239–40
controlled elaboration 116–17, 118
core construing 102–3, 104–5
core process interview 55–6
corporate values, clarifying 223–31
correspondence analysis 72–3
counselling see personal construct psychotherapy and counselling
CPC cycle 220, 221, 247, 255
creative skills 44, 238–9
Creativity Cycle 220, 221, 247, 255
credulous attitude 43, 238
culture
anger and 156
corporate values 229–30
language and 146, 147–8, 149
race awareness training 182
super-patterns 205
customer service 34
data analysis 71–3, 74
death threat index 47–8
decision making
Quandary Resolution 55
repertory grid 47
dependency 77–86
experimentation 85–6
implications of dispersion 84–5, 86
nonvalidation 85
patterns of construing 77–9
types of 79–84
dependency (situation–resource) grids 74, 78, 79–84
depression 128, 130
determinism 18
development, children see child development
developmental alliance, mentoring 37
Dewey, John 7
diagnostic research method, group work 30–1, 32
dialectical laddering 52–3
differential predictions 116
dilation, and anxiety 23
dispersed dependency 77, 78, 79–81, 84–5, 86
Dispersion of Dependency Index 78
distress coaching 36
double-loop learning 207, 210
drawing to elicit constructs
career snakes 63–4
from children 138, 140, 180
illuminative incident analysis 61–2
interview about instances 62–3
river maps 64, 201
dreams 118–19
drug addiction 238–9
dualism 249–52
incest survivors see abuse survivors
indices, repertory grid data 71–2, 74
Individuality Corollary 148, 253
inequality in the workplace 213–21
integrity of individuals 30
intentional future metaconstruction 170–1
interpersonal construing
stuttering 98
thought process disorder 96, 97
interpersonal relationships 36
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242
pupil–teacher 134
interpersonal transaction (IT) groups 126,
129, 130, 241–2
interview about instances 62–3
interviews
with children 135–7
core process 55–6
structured 49
invalidation
anger and 153–4, 160
post-traumatic stress 165, 166
Kelly, George Alexander 3–13
Alternative Fundamental Postulate
249–52
anger 157
child development 12, 78, 79, 86, 134
cognition 10–12, 19–21
dependency 77–9, 85, 86
expert systems 90, 91–2
future of man 252
group mind 205
his education 4–5
his professional years 5–6
influences on 7–9, 249
knowledge management 32
link with Piaget 134
listening credulously 42–3
as literary critic 247
not wanting to change 104–5
personal construct therapy 109–12, 113,
114, 117, 118, 133, 235–6
power of theories 38
repertory grids 67
research methods 12–13
resistance to change 102
self-characterization 57, 118
skills for practitioners 42–3, 44–5, 117
super-patterns 205
theory–research relation 95
thought–feeling dichotomy 19–26, 27,
28
through personal construct theory 6–7
time dimension 248–9
tools for psychologists 41
transition
constructs relating to 21–6, 104–5, 219
coping with 217–18
processes to aid 218
value free orientation 9–10
on values 224
knowledge
artificial intelligence 189–90
Blackler’s typology of 215
knowledge acquisition bottleneck 87, 89–90
knowledge management 32–3, 215
knowledge transfer, language 151–2
Korzybski, Alfred 7
laddering 48–53
corporate values example 224
individual coaching 36
mentoring 37
team development 34
language
interviews with children 135–6
knowledge transfer 151–2
metaphors to elicit constructs 64–5
as representation medium 146–9
thought–feeling dichotomy 16, 17, 26
thought process disorder 96
translation across Europe 145–52
understanding other’s experience 149–52
leadership skills 35
learning 204
organizational change 207, 208, 210, 211
teacher education 196, 197, 198–9
learning laboratories 220
life review 168–9
life-role structure 118
listening credulously 42–3, 238
literary criticism 246–7
literature, thought–feeling dichotomy 16
logic of passion see thought–feeling
dichotomy
loose construing and loosening 118–20
aggression 25
Alternative Fundamental Postulate
249–52
choosing not to change 103
definition 255
thought process disorder 95–6, 97
loss, traumatic 239–40
loving hostility 160
lying game 61
management
clarifying firm’s values 223–31
processes of 33
teaching Western way of 147–9
see also work contexts
managerial capitalism, values 223–31
market economy, language of 145–52
marketing 34
mathematics 8, 91–2
medical settings 126, 130, 250–1
medicalization of problems 112
menopause workshops 130
mentoring 36–7
metaconstruction, trauma-related 167–71
metaphors, to elicit constructs 64–5
Metropolitan Police 181–4
mind–body distinction 249–52
minimax principle 191
Moreno, Jakob 7
multidimensional unfolding 73
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242–3
music, construing of 245–6
mutual story-telling 140–1, 143
narrative therapy 100–1, 237, 238–9, 240
see also therapy story-telling
neuroscience 250–1
neurotic disorders 127–8
nomothetic research methods 30–1
nonvalidation 85
non-verbal construing 11–12, 249
nursing 173–6
observation skills 44
opportunistic coaching 35–6
orchestral musicians 245–6
organization structure 33
organizational change
change ‘burnout’ 217
equality management 213–21
evaluation difficulties 216–18
group mind 203–12
see also work contexts
organizational culture
super-patterns 205
values and 229–30
pain, chronic 130
passion, logic of see thought–feeling
dichotomy
Performance Profiling 186–7
personal construct psychotherapists
characteristics 127
skills 41–5, 117, 237, 238–9
see also laddering
stance of 237, 238–9
tools for 41, 45–56, 117–18
see also elicitation of constructs;
repertory grids
personal construct psychotherapy and
counselling 113–21
adolescents 126, 129
aim of 114–15
anger 129, 130, 153–61
bereavement 239–40, 243
charting organizational change 213–21
children 126, 129–30, 133–43
clarifying corporate values 223–31
cognitive-behavioural therapies and and 115, 118, 127–8
controlled elaboration 116–17, 118
differential predictions 116
equality management 213–21
evidence base 123–31
evolution of 235–43
clinical perspectives 238–40
constructivist horizon 236
interpersonal transaction groups 241–2
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242–3
narrative approach 100–1, 237, 238–9, 240
therapeutic enactment 243
therapist’s stance 237, 238–9
exercise psychology 185–7
family intervention 177–80
fixed role therapy 120
grief 239–40
groups in organizations 30–5, 203–12
see also work contexts
humanistic psychotherapies and 115–16
individuals in organizations 35–7
interpersonal transaction groups 126, 129, 130, 241–2
invitational mood 114–15
Kelly on 109–12
loose construing 118–20
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242–3
musicians 245–6
outcomes 127–30
police forces 181–4, 218, 219, 220–1
post-traumatic stress 129, 163–71
psychodynamic theories and 115, 127–8, 129
role playing 119, 120
skills for practitioners 41–5, 117, 238–9
see also laddering
sport psychology 185–7
substance abuse 129, 238–9
teachers 134, 135, 136, 141–2, 195–202
theory–research–practice relation
choosing not to change 102–5
measuring change resistance relation
relapses 105
resistance to change 102, 105–6
stuttering 99–101, 103–4
thought process disorder 97
weight disorders 101–2
therapeutic enterprise 116–20
tight construing 118–20
tools 41, 45–56, 117–18
see also elicitation of constructs;
repertory grids
transitive diagnosis 117–18
traumatic loss 239–40
personal construct theory
Alternative Fundamental Postulate 249–52
application in work contexts 30–8
child development 12, 133–4
cognition and 10–12, 19–21
definition of terms 253–5
development since 1955 9, 245–52
developmental implications 12
evidence base 124–5
influences on Kelly and 7–9
research methods and 12–13, 30–1
thought–feeling dichotomy 15–28
value free orientation of 9–10
personal construct therapy see personal
construct psychotherapy and
counselling
personal experience 26–7, 149–52
personal scientists, individuals as 90, 93–4,
204, 252
personal values, suspending 42
the person, thought–feeling dichotomy and
18
phenomenology 7
philosophy, influence on Kelly 7
physics, influences on Kelly 8, 249
physiologizing by psychologists 17–18
planning metaphor, post-traumatic stress
165–6
planning teams 33–4
plant behaviour 250, 251, 252
poetry, thought–feeling dichotomy 16
police forces 181–4, 218, 219, 220–1
policy grid 47
politics
historical decisions 247–8
super-patterns 211–12
post-traumatic stress 163–71
constructions of 164–5
evidence base for therapy 129
planning metaphor 165–6
reactions to trauma 163–4
treatment model 167–71
practitioners see personal construct
psychotherapists
pragmatism, influence on Kelly 7
pre-emptive construing 78, 85, 86, 237, 254
prescribed activities 118
preverbal construings 11, 254
preverbal dreams 119
principal component analysis 72
principal components 72, 73
professional constructs 42
propositional construing 79, 85, 254
psychic energy 11
psychodrama 7, 243
psychodynamics 7, 110–11, 115, 127–8,
129
psychoneuroimmunology 250–1
psychotherapists see personal construct
psychotherapists
psychotherapy see personal construct
psychotherapy and counselling
punishment, versus treatment 111
pyramiding 54
 corporate values example 224
individual coaching 36
mentoring 37
team development 34
qualitative grids 180
qualitative research 12–13, 30–1, 58–9
Quandary Resolution 55
quantitative research 12–13, 30–1, 58–9
race relations, police forces 181–4
see also equality management
Range Corollary 189–91, 253
reflecting teams 179
reflexivity 43–4, 237
regnancy, anger and 157
relapses 105
religion 8
repertory grids 45–8, 67–75
alternative grids 46–7, 74, 75
bullying 32
caveat about use of 58–9
change evaluation 217
choosing elements 45, 68–9
corporate values example 224–6
data analysis 71–3, 74
eliciting constructs 69–70
expert systems 90, 91, 93
family therapy 180
Fundamental Postulate 67
grief counselling 239–40
group work 30–1, 32, 34–5, 45–6, 47
historical background 67–8
ideal element 45–6
individual work 35–6, 37
and influences on Kelly 8
as knowledge acquisition tools 90, 91, 93
mentoring 37
methodological distinctiveness 12–13
multiple 73–4
nurses 176
opportunistic coaching 35–6
psychometric issues 74–5
relating elements to constructs 70
sampling 70
in sport psychology 187
teachers 199–200
team development 34–5, 47
thought process disorder 96, 97
Threat Index 47–8
traumatic loss 239–40
research–theory relation see theories, research and practice and
risk, organizational change 220
rivers of experience 64, 201
role playing 119, 120
rotating dyads 241–2
rules of behaviour 90–1, 92–3
schizophrenia 95–7, 129
school setting, therapy in 133–43
Science, thought–feeling dichotomy 28
scientists, individuals as 90, 93–4, 204, 252
self
guilt 25–6
Multiple Self-Awareness Groups 242
personal construct therapy and 116
repertory grids 72
self-characterization 13, 57, 118
fixed role therapy 120
self-characterization sketches 59–60
self-description grid 138–40
self-esteem, measurement 56
Self-Image Profile 56
self-narrative, traumatic loss 239
self-organized learners 196
self–other constancy 154
self-regulating Earth 251–2
serial validation, thought process disorder 97, 129
sexual abuse survivors see abuse survivors
Shakespeare, literary criticism 246–7
single-loop learning 207, 210, 211
singular-value-decomposition 72–3
situation–resource (dependency) grids 74, 78, 79–84
skills for practitioners 41–5, 117, 237, 238–9
see also laddering
snakes, career 63–4
see also rivers of experience
social change, work change as 208
social constructionism 180
sociality, anger and 158, 160
Sociality Corollary
definition 253
stuttering 98
subsuming 42
teaching 197
sport psychology 185–7
stereotyping, constellatory construing 78–9, 86
stimulus response psychology 22, 110, 111
story-telling 143
mutual 140–1
teacher education 200–1
see also narrative therapy
strategic change 216
structured interviews, laddering 49
stutterers and stuttering
evidence base for therapy 128–9
laddering 49–51, 53
narrative therapy 100–1
theory–research–practice relation 98–101, 103–4
substance abuse 129, 238–9
subsuming a client’s construing 41–2, 43, 44
super-patterns 204–6, 207, 208, 210–12
suspending personal values 42
teaching and teachers 195–202
referral of children 134, 135, 136, 141–2
team development 34–5, 36
exchange grid 47
illuminative incident analysis 61–2
temporal flow 248–9
temporal projection problem 189–90
theories
definition 29
personal construct theory see personal construct theory
research and practice and 95–106
choosing not to change 102–5
organizational change 206–7
relapse 100, 105
resisting change 102, 105–6
stuttering 98–101, 103–4
thought process disorder 95–7
weight disorders 101–2
uses of 29–30, 37–8
therapeutic enactment (TE) 243
therapists see personal construct psychotherapists
therapy see personal construct psychotherapy and counselling
thought–feeling dichotomy 15–28
emotions in personal construct theory 18–21
limitations of 17–18
in literature 16
personal test 26–7
transition constructs 21–6, 27
aggression 21, 22, 24–5
anxiety 21, 22–3
guilt 21, 25–6
hostility 21–2, 23–4
uses of 16–17
words 26
thought process disorder 95–7, 129
threat
in change 103–4
constructive revision 119, 120
definition 255
Threat Index 47–8
tight construing and tightening 118–20
aggression 25
choosing not to change 103
definition 255
time dimension 248–9
tools for practitioners 41, 45–56, 117–18
see also elicitation of constructs;
repertory grids
training, organizational groups 35
see also education
trait psychology 22
transference 117
transition
case examples of 218–21
characteristics of 215–16
constructs relating to 21–6, 103–5, 219
coping with 217–18
definition of terms 255
processes to aid 218
transitive diagnosis 117–18
translating language 145–52
trauma
loss 239–40
post-traumatic stress 129, 163–71
therapeutic enactment 243
treatment, Kelly on 109–12
see also personal construct psychotherapy
and counselling
Turing test 88

unconscious the 11
undispersed dependency 77, 78, 81–5

Vaihinger, Hans 7
validation
post-traumatic stress 165
thought process disorder 97, 129
values
clarifying corporate 223–31
implementation in practice 229–30
suspending personal 42
verbal skills 45
Viney Content Analysis Scales 56
violence
culture and 156
gender and 155
post-traumatic stress 169–70
regnancy 157

war veterans
therapeutic enactment 243
trauma reliving 169–70
WebGrid 93
weight disorders 101–2, 129
words, thought–feeling dichotomy 26
work contexts 30–8
across Europe 145–52
bullying 31–2
change ‘burnout’ 217
charting change 213–21
choosing not to change 102–3
clarifying corporate values 223–31
coaching 35–6
core construing 102–3
counselling 35–6
diagnostic research method 30–1, 32
equality 213–21
family capitalism, shift from 223–31
functional processes 33–5
group mind 203–12
historians 247–8
integrity 30
interpersonal relationships 36
knowledge management 32–3, 215
literary critics 246–7
management processes 33
managerial capitalism, shift to 223–31
mentoring 36–7
musicians 245–6
non-decisions 215
nursing 173–6
organization structure 33
police forces 181–4, 218, 219, 220–1
strategic change 216
super-patterns 204–6, 207, 208, 210–12
teachers 195–202
team development 34–5, 36, 47, 61–2

youth, thought–feeling dichotomy 28